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Self-hypnosis and meditation are among the 
psychological techniques which didn't last long 
in one Oregon school district. One local citizen 
and a few alert teachers put a stop to a 
controversial curriculum about "stress." 

Mary Dean's experience shows what one 
concerned parent can do to assert parental 
rights to stop curricula that are offensive to 
pupils' religion or ethical values. 

In March, Mrs. Dean reviewed the newly-ac
quired Coping for Kids course, discovered that it 
contained objectionable and unsuitable mater
ials, and brought it to the attention of school 
officials. Mrs. Dean presented a convincing case. 
The School review committee agreed with her 
and the program will no longer be used in 
Tillamook, a farming and lumber community. 

According to its own materials, Coping for 
Kids is a "complete stress control program for 
students ages 8-18, grades 4-12," including "28 
pre-planned stress control lessons and taped relax
ation exercises on 2 cassettes." Program materials 
state "it is easy to fit into the regular routine." 

Published by Prentice Hall, the authors are 
Gerald Herzfeld, Ph.D., "a psychologist in 
biofeedback, stress management, and relaxation 

training," and Robin Powell, Ph.D., "a move
ment therapist." 

Mrs. Dean learned that the Coping program 
was available to teachers for use in local 
classrooms in March when a teacher sent her an 
announcement of the newly-acquired course. 

Her concern grew when she read that it 
includes "step-by-step relaxation exercises." 
Her concern stemmed from a workshop she 
had attended as a teacher's aide on Transcen
dental Meditation (TM). 

When employees of the Tillamook Educa
tion Service District (ESD) were unable to 
answer her questions about Coping, Mrs. Dean 
asked to see the curriculum. Permission was 
granted, but she was not allowed to take it out 
of the school building or copy it. 

Mrs. Dean was only able to obtain copies 
when another teacher checked the materials out 
for her. 

After a thorough examination, Mrs. Dean 
specifically objected to the exercises which 
focused on hypnotism, self-hypnosis, and the use 
of imagery to change and influence behavior. 

On cassette tape number one, Dialogue Four 
leads the students through a lengthy relaxation 
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exercise which, after muscle relaxation instruc
tion, tells the students to "picture yourself lying 
on a cloud .... take a nice slow ride to the ground 
and try to really feel calmer than you were at the 
tree tops. You may feel heavy in your arms and 

See Coping page 4 

Global Education 
Gets Thumbs Down 
From Colorado Town 

A controversial Global Education curricu
lum will not be taught in the Bennett, Colorado 
schools, following an exercise in democracy at 
work in small-town America. 

On May 9, the Bennett School Board voted 
unanimously to rescind its application for a 
grant to implement the Global Education 
curriculum distributed by the Center for Teach
ing International Relations (CTIR). The CTIR 
is based at Denver Universitf 

The Board's action came after a show of 
community concern over the controversial 
Global Education curriculum. That concern 
was generated by public meetings at which the 
curriculum was discussed and both sides of the 
issue were presented. 

Global Education curricula are coming under 
increasing attack in school districts nationwide. 
According to Bruce Koranski, staff associate at 
the CTIR, Global Education is "a way of better 
preparing U,S. citizens to function in an inter
related world." 

But, according to critics and concerned 
citizens in Colorado and elsewhere, the purpose 
of Global Education is to prepare students to 
accept one-world government, anti-nuclear 
pacifism, and one-world religion. 

Parent concern spawns debat;; 

labama Leaders Fight to Retain 
History proponents take to the skies 

.S. History 
The Bennett debate began in February when 

Scott Churnock, father of two schoolchildren 
and chairman of the School Improvement 
Committee, discovered that the local elemen
tary school principal had applied for a Danforth 
Foundation grant to provide for teacher training 
of the CTIR Global Education program. Chur
nock said the principal had applied without the 
prior knowledge or consent of the School Board. 

Proponents of American history literally took 
to the skies in Alabama when proposed changes 
to the eighth-grade curriculum threatened to 
reduce the study of our nation's heritage. 

Representatives from ten statewide organiza
tions flew to Mobile, Montgomery, Birming
ham, and Huntsville on May l where they held 
airport press conferences to protest the Pro
posed 1986-1992 Course of Study for the 
required ''Civics, Law, and Consumer Eco
nomics" curriculum. 

Those changes include adding a study of 
"consumer economics" to the curriculum. While 
critics said they did not object to consumer 
economics, did object that it would be 
taught at the expense of traditional American 
history. They said that the proposal specifies 
only 5 weeks out of the year for American 
history. 

A team of 25 educators drafted the proposed 
changes and submitted them to the State Board 
of Education on April l 0. The Board deferred a 
vote on the proposal until mid-June, after the 
state primary election. 

Dr. John Carroll, a professor of history at 
Troy State University and Alabama's only 
Pulitzer prize winning historian, drew statewide 
publicity for his criticism of the proposal. He 
called the American history controversy a 
"downright fondamental issue." 

"I am alarmed that students coming into my 
college classes today are less able to proceed 
with sophisticated study of the American past 

than they were a decade ago," said Dr. Carroll, 
"We believe the American story to be no less 

than the second greatest story ever told. We feel 
it must be told and retold to our schoolchildren 
until they know the people, places, and events 
of the American past as well as they know the 
names of their favorite musical groups. We say 
it is the immutable responsibility of a public 
school system to make this so." 

State leaders speak out 
State Commander James Jackson of Dis

abled American Veterans (DAV) supported 
Carroll. "Can you believe what we fought for is 
being watered down, phased out, in our 
Alabama schools? We became disabled -- for 
what? If our students don't know where we 
came from, they won't know where we are 
going and will repeat the mistakes of the past." 

Speaking in behalf of Alabama's 27,000 Vet
erans of Foreign Wars (VFW), State Comman
der George A. Ganey concurred with Jackson. 

Joan Kendall, education chairman for 
Alabama Eagle Forum, asserted, "Since 38 
percent of Alabama students drop out of 
school, many will be without even a one-year 
course in American History." 

Other groups represented at the press confer
ences included the Reserve Officers Associa
tion, Sons of the American Revolution, Sons of 
Confederate Veterans, the Retired Officers 
Association, United Daughters of the Confed
eracy, Concerned Women for America, and 
Freedom Council. 
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Professor John Carroll 

The St. Louis-based Danforth Foundation 
provides funding for the CTIR Global Educa
tion outreach program, in which CTIR staff 
members go into a school district to develop 
and train a "Global Education team" of at least 
four persons. According to Kora,nski, the team 
includes an elementary school teacher, a secon-

According to Alabama pro-family leader dary school teacher, an administrator, and a 
Eunie Smith, two Birmingham corporations member-at-large. 
provided the two planes used for the fly-around A newcomer to the Bennett community who 
"as a public service because they were con- was present when the grant application was 
cemed about American History receiving fair discovered expressed concern about the content 
treatment in the schools." and ·goals of the curriculum. A group of 25 

Smith also said that, on the day of the airport parents, which included two school board 
press conferences, the State Board sent a letter members, subsequently met on April 11 at a 
containing suggested proposal revisions to the private home where they heard a presentation 
Course of Study Committee members. She said on Global Education from Kathleen Hayes. 
the suggested revisions included restoring his- Miss Hayes is a high school teacher from the 
tory elements and reducing time spent on· neighboring town of Aurora, and director of the 
consumer economics. National Research Center, an organization 

Luther Mitchell, a spokesman for the Board, which studies the New Age movement. 
said that the revisions do "emphasize the Miss Hayes outlined her many criticisms and 
background of United States History." concerns about Global Education, which are the 

The current proposal is not the only attempt result of several years of research. She explained 
in recent years to change the history curriculum that the "hidden agenda" of Global Education 
for the eighth grade. Professor Carroll noted is to deemphasize American patriotism while 
that previous changes and refocusing occurred preparing students for a one-world government. 
in 1975 and again in 1980. Parents at that meeting became concerned 

"What was described in 1975 as an 'Inte- .about the "death education" unit, which is part 
grated Course in American History, Civics, and ,of the CTIR program. Death education is a 
Law' got repackaged in 1980 as 'Civics and 1common element of Global Education. 
Law with Emphasis on the Concepts and Parents also had reservations pertaining to 
Understanding of American History.' The the "conflict resolution" exercises, which are 
phraseology was a little fuzzy, but the point was based on the "win-win" philosophy, and in 
deadly plain: American History was being which students are told that there are no moral 
relegated to the back of the bus." See Global page 4 
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The mothe:r of a suicide victim filed suit 
against the heavy metal rock group 
"Judas Priest" on May 8, claiming that 
their music precipitated her teenage son's 
death on December 23, 1985, from a self
inflicted gunshot wound to the head. 
Aunetta Roberson of Sparks, NV, named 
Judas Priest, the writers of the music, CBS, 
Inc., and CBS records in the suit. Accord
ing to the Reno-Gazette Journal the suit 
said that the 18-year-old's death "was 
precipitated by the lyrical instructions of 
the music he was listening to just before his 
death and at the time of his death that 
created an uncontrollable impulse to 
commit physical harm to oneself or sui
cide." Reno attorney Kenneth McKenna 
said he believes this suit is the second of its 
kind to be filed in this country. 

Another study has confmned that school 
textbooks have omitted the role of :reli
gion in United States history. Randolph
Macon College Professor Charles C. 
Haynes, author of a report for Americans 
United for Separation of Church and State, 
stated that his study resulted in the 
" ... disturbing conclusion that the concept 
of religious liberty is largely ignored in the 
curriculum of our nation's public schools. 
.... In the books examined in this study, 
'good citizenship' is taught with little or no 
reference to the role of religion or religious 
liberty in American life." The American 
United· study confirms the results of the 
federally-funded and widely-publicized 
textbook evaluation study by Dr. Paul C. 
Vitz of New York University. 

A California teacher gave stmients the 
"pro-choice" hotline telephone number 
during afamily life unit and urged them to 
call it in order to receive the status of 
pending legislation which would have 
required parental consent for abortions 
under age 18. When a San Mateo mother 
called the principal to protest, especially 
because those calls may have been regis
tered as supportive of the legislation, the 
teacher denied knowing that the number 
was specifically "pro-choice." The school 
principal directed the teacher to tell the 
class that she shouldn't have given the 
number, and that both sides of the issue 
should have been presented. 

Sophisticated campaign techniques in a 
student council election have prompted 
Fairfax, VA officials to reconsider what 
may be fair play in the future. Students at 
Chesterbrook Elementary School received 
a direct-mail appeal from 10-year old 
candidate Chris Craver, whose father 
Roger Craver coordinates direct-mail and 
fundraising for the national Democratic 
Party. Craver's campaign manager was 
Paul Thurmond, son of U.S. Senator 
Strom Thurmond (R-SC). When one vote 
separated candidates Craver and Marili 
Uno, they agreed to a co-presidency. 
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tudents peak Out or Academic Freedom 
Dartmouth students 
still fighting, smiling 

A rumble is rising on college campuses. At the 
root of the rumble is the issue of academic free
dom, what students are calling the responsibility 
of college faculty and administration to present 
and respect more than: one side of an issue. 

Students say they are tired of actions by leftist 
students and faculty which inhibit and even 
prevent the presentation of opposing, conserva
tive viewpoints. They point to recent incidents 
when blood was thrown at Secretary of Defense 
Caspar Weinberger at Harvard and Jeane 
Kirkpatrick was unable to speak at Barnard, her 
alma mater, because her personal safety could 
not be guaranteed. 

At Dartmouth College in Hanover, Connec
ticut, that rumble erupted earlier this year when 
12 students were heavily penalized and some 
expelled after they attempted to dismantle 
wooden shanties on the campus green. The 
Dartmouth Committee for Divestment (DCD) 
erected the shanties to protest Dartmouth's 
investments in companies with investments in 
South Africa. The shanties were erected against 
school regulations during the fall semester. 

But even in the face of serious academic and 
financial losses, the penalized students are 
smiling broadly today. They're smiling because 
they've brought nationwide attention to the 
liberal double standard that they say exists on 
college campuses. 

At a May 28 dinner in St Louis to raise 
money for their legal defense fund, Dartmouth 
students Debbie Stone, Christopher Baldwin, 
and Bob Flanigan related how they, as conser
vatives, had been victimized by a liberal faculty 
and an administration that capitulated to the 
"militant leftists." 

Students share conservative 
common denominator 

They began by pointing out that l O of the 12 
students penalized for the shanty incident shared 
a common denominator. They all worked for 
the Dartmouth Review, the independent con
servative campus newspaper. The Review was 
founded three years ago as the lone voice for a 
conservative campus viewpoint. Since then, it 
has infuriated many Dartmouth professors, to 
the point where one faculty member bit a 
Review writer. It has also spawned some 50 
similar papers on other campuses. 

Freshman Chris Baldwin told how many stu~ 
dents were upset and annoyed about the ongoing 
presence of the shanties on the campus green, 
especially with the approach of the annual 
Winter Carnival. He described the shanties as a 
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Dartmouth students (from left) Christopher Baldwin, Debbie Stone, Robert Flanigan 

"political billboard for a radical minority." 
He explained how the DCD erected the 

shanties last November in violation of college 
and Hanover regulations. The organizers ig
nored a directive from Dartmouth College 
Dear1 Edward Shanahan to dismantle the 
shanties. President David McLaughlin retreated 
from his opposition and let the shanties stand 
for "educational value." 

When other students requested to erect a 
Soviet prison camp next to the shanties in the 
interest of balance, the administration denied 
permission. Students observed that denial. 

" ... Dartmouth has been 
transformed from an 
institution of education 
to an institution of 
political indoctrination." 

trial before the Committee on Standards (COS) 
as "a judicial scam." He said that five jury 
members stated publicly that the students were 
guilty before the trial. 

Ail students involved in taking down the 
shanties were either suspended or expelled. The 
four expelled students were top officers of the 
Dartmouth Review. Legal fees then totalled 
$7,000 while each student lost $5,000 in tuition. 

The students were punished despite the fact 
that Dean Shanahan contended that he was not 
aware that any college rules had been broken. 

Meanwhile, when Hanover officials took 
down the shanties one week after the incident, a 
protesting student struck a police officer. 
Baldwin reported that the Dartmouth admini
stration did not punish that student, and con
vinced the state to drop charges against him. 

Likewise, the DCD students who occupied 
college buildings, including the library and the 
president's office, were not punished by the 
COS "because their actions were motivated by 
strongly held moral convictions." 

According to Baldwin, a second trial before 
Instead, twelve students, 10 of whom were the COS was likewise "a folly." Instead of 

associated with the Review, attempted to take expulsion, all the students faced suspensions and 
down the shanties on the evening of January a requirement ofl80 days of community service 
12. When the police arrived and asked the before they could be granted readmission. 
students to stop, they complied peacefully. The students' legal fees now total $25,000. 

The-ensuing events, said Baldwin, demonstra- Debbie Stone, a junior and managing editor of 
ted how Dartmouth has been "transformed from the Dartmouth Review, has not been allowed to 
an institution of education to an institution of set foot onthe campus since her sentencing. She 
political indoctrination" whose tools include "cen- manages the Review from its office off campus, 
sorship, emotional intimidation, and expulsion." and has applied for readmission. 

Professors and students immediately demon- She explained that the shanty incident and 
strated on the campus while "professors chanted "the issues transcend Dartmouth." She told the 
obscenities ai Debbie [Stone]" and demanded receptive St. Louis crowd that a similar conser
that the 12 students be expelled, said Baldwin. vative newspaper at the University of Texas is 
Demonstrators burned the students in effigy, going to sue that University because "it is not 
and protestors took over President McLaugh- allowed to distribute on campus or run ads" 
lin's office. while the more liberal student newspaper can 

McLaughlin returned from vacation and do both. 
suspended classes for one day while students She also said that good things have resulted 
attended a "teach-in" to "discuss human dignity at Dartmouth from conservative students 
at Dartmouth." speaking up and standing up. After a 20- year 

Baldwin described the students' subsequent absence due to protest, the Army ROTC is back 

-•·---------------
on campus. In addition, students are once again 
using the Indian as the traditional symbol of 
Dartmouth, with the support of 100 Indian 
chiefs. The Indian symbol had been banned for 
years, having been called "racist." 

~ Legislation Update: Suicide Courses 

Legislation designed to decrease youth sui
cide is under attack from concerned Maryland 
Parents and pro-family activists. They say that 
the new legislation may lead to an increase in 
youth suicide instead. 

Governor Harry Hughes signed Maryland 
House Bill 1221 on April 29 to establish "youth 
suicide prevention programs for public schools." 

According to the Maryland Legislative 
Library, the new law provides for the "estab
lishment" of demonstration youth suicide pre
vention programs to be "administered" by the 
Maryland Department of Education, in con
junction with local and community agencies. 

But pro-family activists assert that the very 
activities the program sets up, such as writing 

one's own will and epitaph, foster a preoccupa
tion with death and could even be interpreted as 
warning signs of potential suicide. 

Judy Ammenheuser, a parent and member 
of the WATCH organization, said that a staff 
member at the State Board of Education told 
her that the suicide program would most likely 
be developed as an expansion of the already
existing Maryland death education curriculum. 

Mrs. Ammenheuser said that the death edu-
cation curriculum has been integrated into many 
classes since the mid-1970s, making it hard to 
detect. She stated that one of her daughters was 
assigned to write her own will in Spanish class, 
while another daughter wrote her own 
in a class on modern American writers. 

"We've created an atmosphere where stu
dents feel comfortable saying they like the 
United States," said Miss Stone, "and that was 
not possible before." 

Looking to the future 
The 12 students are currently considering 

whether to file a lawsuit against the. College. 
The Washington, DC law firm of Baker and 
McKenzie has offered to take the case on a pro 
bono basis, said Dartmouth Review president 
Bob Flanigan. 

The students are also building a base of sup
portive alumni and are actively working to elect 
conservative alumni to the Board of Trustees. 

In the meantime, the Dartmouth Review will 
continue "to keep Dartmouth truthful," said 
Flanigan. 



San Antonio Debate brows 
ver ''Clan of the Cave Bear'' 

San Antonio parents and school officials 
continue to clash over the use and availability of 
the novel Clan of the Cave Bear in area schools. 

At issue is whether area students should be 
required or given access to read the novel which 
contains explicit sexual scenes, including a 
graphic description of a violent rape. After a 
9-month battle, the School Board recently 
voted to continue use of the book, but protesting 
parents said they have not given up. 

Published in 1980 and authored by Jean A 
Auel, Clan of the Cave Bear is about "people, 
relationships, and the boundaries of love" in a 
fictional Ice Age community. It was recently 
made into a major motion picture. 

Jim and Lucy Shipman became familiar with 
the novel when their daughter, a sophomore at 
William Howard Taft High School, was instruc
ted to buy the book for required outside reading 
for her history class last September. 

Since Mrs. Shipman was unfamiliar with the 
book, she asked her 19-year-old-daughter to 
read it When that daughter completed the 
novel, she showed her parents several explicit 
sexual passages. 

One passage describes a violent rape scene, 
including a graphic description of the male sex 
organ and the act of fornication. The scene is 
bloody and brutal. (Editor's note: The preceding 
reference is from pages 312-316 of the paper
back edition of Clan of the Cave Bear, Bantam 
Books, 1986 printing. The actual passage is too 
pornographic for inclusion in this publication.) 

Parents take action 
After reading selections from the book, the 

Shipmans took immediate action, and scheduled 
a meeting with the principal. That meeting did 
not bring satisfactory results, said Mrs. Shipman" 

Their sophomore daughter reported that, 
following that meeting, the teacher even offered 
to buy the book for those students who didn't 
have it, and said they could reimburse her later. 
According to Mrs. Shipman, the principal and 
teacher denied that the offer was ever made. 

Mrs. Shipman said that she was ostracized by 
the classroom teacher at the school's open house 
for parents the day after her meeting with the 
principal. When she suggested to other parents 
at the history class meeting that they go home 
and read Clan of the Cave Bear, the head of the 
history department suddenly appeared and told 
her she could not continue that discussion. 

At a subsequent meeting with the principal, 
he told the Shipmans that, when students were 
given the choice of another book, only four of 
150 students chose a different book 

Still, the Shipmans persisted, and a commit
tee was convened in October to review the 
book On October 29, Ed Rawlinson, Associate 
Superintendent for Instruction for the Northside 
schools, informed the Shipmans that it would 
take some time for the committee members to 
read and review the book 

The Shipmans did not hear from Rawlinson 
again until early February when he called to tell 
them that Superintendent Jack Jordan wanted 
to meet with them. He did not inform them of 
any committee proceedings or decisions. 

Clan 
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When the Shipmans met with Superinten
dent Jordan, he proceeded on the assumption 
that they had been informed of the committee's 
findings. Mrs. Shipman said that only when she 
and her husband looked puzzled did it become 
apparent to those present that the parents had 
no knowledge of the committee's findings. The 
Shipmans had not been allowed to attend any 
meetings to present their case. 

According to the Shipmans, they were told 
that the book would no longer be required 
outside reading, but that it would remain 
available in school libraries, including the 
middle school. 

The Shipmans were not satisfied with that 
decision, especially since they had met other 
parents who were upset to find the book in the 
middle school library. 

The Shipmans' next move was a presentation 
to the School Board on March 17, when Mrs. 
Shipman spoke for the allotted three minutes. 
She said that board members were "flabber
gasted" at what she told them. 

When the School Board refused to let Mr. 
Shipman use his time to read from the book, the 
Shipmans sent pages of the book to board 
members. 

The impact of press coverage of the Shipman's 
presentation on March 17 was evident at the 
April 28 board meeting when some 85 citizens 
turned out to protest Clan of the Cave Bear. 

Mrs. Shipman said that, following that meet
ing, Jordan called her on May 5 and told her that 
the School Board had instructed him to remove 
the book from teacher and student availability 
for use in class and from school libraries. 

On May 12, however, Jordan called her 
again and said that a formal vote would be 
taken by the School Board that evening, and 
that he was unsure of the expected outcome. 

Jordan could not be reached for comment 
When Mrs. Shipman arrived at the meeting, 

a group calling themselves the "Northside 
Majority" was distributing American flags and 
pins which said "Don't Ban the Clan." That 
group had reportedly threatened the school 
district with a lawsuit based on the First 
Amendment The School Board voted to retain 
Clan of the Cave Bear. 

Mrs. Shipman said that seven parents attended 
the May 27 School Board meeting to protest the 
book Meanwhile, the number of parents op
posed to the book is growing, and the issue 
remains in the forefront of local news coverage. 

According to Mrs. Shipman, the battle will 
continue. 

Florida Bishops Condemn Sex Clinics 
F1orida's Roman Catholic Bishops went on 

record in opposition to legislation that would 
establish school-based sex clinics at selected schools. 

Seven bishops, including Miami Archbishop 
Edward McCarthy, signed a four-page state
ment which said that handing out birth control 

supplies in schools would violate "Christian 
ethical values." 

The bishops said that sex education in the 
schools is already a failure, as evidenced by 
premarital sex, venereal disease, teenage preg
nancy, and abortion. 
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VCUS.0 Why Show /Must Go! 
by Andrea K. Vangor, Ph.D. 

Executive Director, Washington Together Against Pornography 

In July of 1982, the United States Supreme Court rendered a unanimous landmark 
decision in the battle to stop the sexual exploitation of minors. New York v. Ferber, 1982, 
firmly established the principle that there is absolutely no constitutional protection for 
child pornography. 

The Court gave two reasons: first, because child pornography is always produced without 
the informed consent of the victim, who is unable to give such consent by virtue of his 
immaturity; and secondly, because child pornography, once produced, is a tool for seduction 
by child molesters. 

In Ferber, the Supreme Court defines child pornography simply as the live or 
photographed performance of sex acts, including masturbation and intercourse, by a minor. 
Such material need not be proven obscene by the Court's test for hard-core pornography 
definition in order to be illegal. The Ferber case represents an immense gain for the 
anti-pornography movement, but it did not please everyone. · 

In particular, it did not please St Martin's Press in New York, which had previously 
attempted to block the New York State child pornography law which eventually reached the 
Supreme Court in New York v. Ferber. Why was publisher Thomas McCormack opposed 
to the new child pornography law? Because his book Show Mel (F1eischhauer-Hardt and 
McBride, 1975) contains numerous photographs of very young children masturbating and 
fondling each other's genitals, of children aged 11 to 14 engaged in these acts and also oral 
and vaginal copulation, and one photograph of a small boy penetrating his rectum. 

When the Ferber case upheld the state law and went against his interests, the publisher 
himself testified at a subsequent hearing of the U.S. Senate's Juvenile Justice Subcommittee. 
There, he tried to persuade subcommittee members not to update the existing federal child 
pornography law according to the new Ferber standards. 

Mr. McCormack admitted that the children photographed in Show Mel, performing a 
variety of sex acts, were indeed under the age of 16. But he implored the Senators to allow 
him to continue marketing his book in those states where it was still legal under the existing 
federal and state child pornography laws. 

".uthere is absolutely 
no constitutional protection 
for child pornography,," 

Andrea Van_gor 

Again, Show Me! lost the argument. Congress went on to pass the Child Protection Act of 
1984, which defines illegal child pornography ( according to Ferber guidelines) as depictions 
of sex acts performed by persons under 18. Show Mel became illegal to sell, distribute, or 
receive throughout the United States. Publication had ceased even earlier, after the Supreme 
Court ruling. Booksellers around the country were specifically informed that the book 
would no longer be published because of New York v. Ferber. 

What the publisher had called a "superb and enlightened work of sexual orientation for 
young people" was no longer blatantly advertised, next to standard pornographic fare, in 
adult magazines such as Hustler and Chic. It was no longer sold openly in adult bookstores, 
where it had been a best-selling item. 

So why is Show Mel still a problem for those of us fighting child pornography? Because 
this book, which cannot be sold legally anywhere in this country, is still available for the 
asking in many public libraries. 

The American Library Association has chosen to make a stand over keeping this book 
which FBI Special Agent Kenneth Lanning calls "the single item most commonly found in 
the possession of pedophiles in the United States," and which a New York postal inspector 
described to the Attorney General's pornography commission by saying "That's like their 
[the pedophiles'] Bible." 

Show Me! turns up repeatedly when child molesting cases are investigated. A Canadian 
man charged last year with 29 counts of child sexual abuse used the book to persuade several 
children to have sex with him. One victimized girl, nine or ten years old at the time, testified 
that he got her to look at the book "to show us it was right, what we were doing"" Indeed, 
Show Me! is recommended enthusiastically to its members by the Rene Guyon Society, 
whose motto is "Sex by year eight or else it's too late." 

Why is the American Library Association determined to keep Show Mel? After fighting 
unsuccessfully to defeat child pornography laws in general, but sometimes successfully 
getting public libraries exempted from state laws, it appears that the American Library 
Association is trying to undermine all child pornography laws by acting as though they do 
not exist After all, it is difficult to justify prosecution of a private citizen for possessing or 
distributing the same book which a tax-funded government agency, the public library, 
dispenses with impunity to any and all patrons, even children without their parents' 
knowledge or consent 

How will we win this battle for the protection of children? We must work to inform our 
communities about child pornography, library policies, and Show Mel. We must educate 
legislators and public officials who control funding for public libraries. We must appeal to 
the local U.S. Attorney and his bosses, to the Attorney General and the President We must 
do everything ethical and effective to expose this national scandal. 

Above all, the American Library Association must be held accountable for its 
irresponsible policies. Why should the taxpaying public have to argue with librarians over an 
issue which has already been settled, after much time, effort and expense, by the U.S. 
Supreme Court, the U.S. Congress, and state legislatures? We say, Show Me! no more! 

Further information can be obtained from: Washington Together Against Pornography, 
10636 Main St. #44, Bellevue, WA 98004. 
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The American public education system is 

failing to prepare students to compete success
fully with foreign business competition, accord
ing to the chairman of the Xerox Corporation. 
That failure, he contends, may soon affect us all. 

Xerox Chairman David T. Kearns addressed 
the University of Chicago Graduate Business 
School's Annual Management Conference on 
April 8 on the need to change and improve our 
education system if American business is to 
remain competitive. 

"The trouble is that we're spending a lot on 
education, and we're getting ignorance for our 
money," said Keams. 

"We're going to have to come to grips with 
this: our schools are not teaching the right skills, 
and in some cases, they're not teaching any 
skills at all," said Keams. 

According to Keams, those who are "being 

groomed for leadership in our society and our 
econOI!lY aren't learning enough to assume that 

" ...... we're spending 
a lot on education 
and we're getting 
ignorance for 
our money .. " 

leadership role" because the curriculum is 
"stuffed with 'soft' courses from a smorgasbord 
of cushy electives. Instead of English -- com
munications. Instead of history -- social studies. 
Instead of math -- nothing." 

"Three out of four major corporations are 
training new workers in basic reading, writing, 
and arithmetic courses. When business does 
remedial teaching, we're doing the schools' 
product recall work for them." 

Xerox's chief noted that the top experts on 
Japan agree that the basic reason for Japan's 
economic growth is its superior education sys
tem. In Japan, 95 percent of the high school 
students graduate with a "diploma that's equiva
lent to two years of college in this country." 

Narrowing that education gap is critical, said 
Kearns. "I'm not exaggerating when I say that 
the fate: of our economy depends on it, as do our 
society, and our way of life as we know it." 

Coping continued------------------------------------

legs, and that's good. They may also begin to feel 
warm. That's good too. Keep breathing slowly." 

The cassette continues, "Feel the energy 
around you. You have a lot of healing energy. 

The cassette continues, 
"feel the energy 
around you ... U 
. you have an ache 
or problem in 
your body, imagine 
warm, healing energy 
moving there and 
making it feel better." 

You can use it to make things feel better that 
may be bothering you. If you have an ache or 
problem in your body, imagine warm, healing 
energy moving there and making it feel better." 

Mrs. Dean also objected to lesson 27 on 
"Healing Practices" which directs the teacher to 
"choose several of the healers from the back
ground material. Ask the children if any of 
them has ever gone to one for help or if they 
know anyone else who has. Ask the children 
what the healer did." 

Healing practices described in that lesson 
include psychoanalysis, hypnosis, Transcenden
tal Meditation, biofeedback, and "Eastern prac
tices" including acupuncture and acupressure. 

Mrs. Dean further objected to student work
sheets which invaded student and family 
privacy. One such worksheet, entitled "Leam
ing to Say No," asks students "How would you 
say no in the following situation? Write down 
what you would say. Try to say no so that the 
other person will not be angry, if possible." 

The situations include "You are a child who 
says no to a parent's request to go on an 
errand," and "You are a child who says no 
when your parents ask you to stay home and 
babysit for a younger brother or sister." 

As instructed by school personnel, Mrs. 
Dean filled out a complaint form. She charged 
that, by its use and encouragement of hypnotic 

practices and meditation, which are central to 
some Eastern religions, the Coping program 
violated Oregon law 327.109 which prohibits 
teaching religion in the schools. 

Meanwhile, a district teacher also filed a 
complaint against the program, though school 
personnel did not inform Mrs. Dean. 

Those complaints resulted in three committee 
meetings to review the requests that the material 
be removed. 

Mrs. Dean was not allowed to attend the first 
committee meeting on April 17, and the teacher 
complainant was told repeatedly to leave. The 
district superintendent then ruled that both 
women would be allowed to attend the meetings. 

At the end of the third meeting, the commit
tee voted unanimously to suspend use of the 
Coping course. 

A letter from the chairman of the District 
Review Committee to the superintendent stated 
that the course materials would be sent back to 
the publisher. The committee reported that, 
although they found the "religion" dispute 
"borderline," the program was "questionable, 
on a whole not appropriate." The committee 
also criticized role-playing. 

Global continued-----------------------------------

absolutes and that everyone is a "winner." 
Bennett citizens and parents were sufficiently 

alarmed at that-informal meeting to organize a 
public forum for Sunday, April 13. 

Word-of-mouth communication resulted in 
a standing-room-only crowd at Christ Church 
in Bennett on Sunday afternoon. Over 150 
citizens, including Superintendent Larry Heslip, 
listened while Miss Hayes quoted directly from 
the CTIR text in order to demonstrate that 
Global Education is a "deception." 

She explained that Global Education is now 
being "passed off as multi-cultural education." 
Many parents concluded that, since the schools 
already teach world history, geography, and 
foreign languages, there was no need for more 
"multi-cultural" instruction. 

In a recent interview, Churnock said that, 
following the review of the curriculum, he 
became concerned that its intent was to "turn 
students into social activists for leftist causes." 

He stated that Global Education "portrays 
the United States as the source of all the 
world's problems." 

He added that it would "remove control of 
curriculum from the local level and place it in 
the hands of the professional education elite." 

Churnock was not the only concerned parent 

to voice his objections. At the regular School 
Board meeting on Monday, April 14, 250 
parents turned out to show their opposition to 
the Global Education grant. Normal attendance 
is one to five persons. 

In an effort toward fairness, School Board 
President Larry Toft requested that a debate be 
scheduled so both sides could present their case. 
As a result, a town debate was scheduled for 

an exercise in 
democracy at work 
in small-town America 

May 6 at which representatives from both sides 
were present. 

A capacity crowd filled a local gymnasium 
during the 2-1 /2 hour debate at which Ron 
Schukar and his staff from the CTIR attempted 
to defend the CTIR Global Education program. 
Regional representatives of the U.S. Depart
ment of Education, Tom Tancredo and Greg 
Cunningham, presented their objections. to 
Global Education, as did Miss Hayes. 

Cunningham is the author of a study prepared 
by Region VIII of the Department ofEducation 

entitled "Blowing the Whistle on Global Educa
tion." Many parents had copies of that study, 
and the local newspaper, the Colorado Weekly 
News, printed excerpts during April. 

After the formal presentations, citizens 
questioned both sides. 

Victory for parents 
Citizen opposition to the Global Education 

grant was overwhelming after the debate. 
The Bennett School Board subsequently 

voted unanimously at its May 9 meeting to 
rescind the grant application. 

But Scott Churnock said that the debate over 
Global Education is not over in Bennett. 

"Our task is to communicate to the people that 
to turn down the program is not the end because 
Global Education is already in other parts of the 
[ overall] curriculum," said Churnock. 

"We must get them [the teachers] out of the 
amateur psychology business," he continued. 

In a letter to the editor of the Colorado 
Weekly News, Churnock suggested that, "Ifthe 
educators who are advocating this Globalist's 
philosophy, which seeks to redistribute wealth 
and cut consumption, really believe this, let's 
begin by cutting their salaries by 7 5 percent and 
force them to live with the logical extension of 
their philosophy." 

Book of the Month 

The Coming Parent Revolution, by Jeane 
Westin, Bantam Books paperback edition, 1983 
(published by agreement with Rand McNally 
& Co.), 268 pp. 

For any parent of the 80s who has ever 
wondered "what's gone wrong?", "where did it 
go wrong?", or "what else can I do?", Jeane 
Westin offers sound explanations and helpful 
alternatives. She also offers reasons to hope and 
believe that the "parent revolution" -- when 
parents reassert and demand their rights -- is the 
wave of the future. 

The author speaks from experience. As a 
mother who raised her daughter on the prin
ciples espoused by the feminist movement and 
contemporary child-rearing books, Mrs. Westin 
believed in letting her child express herself 
freely. Everything was proceeding on course 
until that daughter entered her adolescent years. 
Suddenly, everything broke loose. Mrs. Westin 
spent many subsequent years putting the pieces 
back together and determining the causes of her 
family's breakdown. 

01 
The Coming Parent Revolution is the result 

of those years of soul-searching and researching. 
After initially looking to the so-called experts 
for the answers, Mrs. Westin realized that those 
who best understood the pitfalls and problems 
of modern parenting were the parents them
selves. She consequently expanded her research 
to include a survey of 402 parents nationwide. 

The survey responses and resulting conclu
sions are divided into three parts: (l) "why 
parents are angry," (2) "how they have been 
driven up against the wall, and who or what has 
pushed them up there," and (3) "what they can 
do about it." 

The guilty include the "social engineers," 
"big daddy government," "big mama educa
tion," the failure of sex education, child rights 
advocates who have lost perspective, and the 
media -- to name just a few. 

Mrs. Westin offers a solution to combat these 
anti-family forces and "get our derailed families 
back on track." Her answer is the "New 
Traditional Family." 

An essential structural element of the New 
Traditional Family is "take charge discipline." 
Parents can and should administer discipline 
with "take-charge love," says Mrs. Westin, who 
offers a list of helpful discipline tips, based on 
the input from parents nationwide. 

Another essential ingredient of the New 
Traditional Family is the "parents' right to 
teach morals and manners." 

The formula is elementary, but as evidenced 
by the rising rates of divorce, teenage sexual 
promiscuity, etc., it needs to be restated. 

The Coming Parent Revolution also provides 
practical ideas on how parents can help other 
parents, in their neighborhoods and communities, 
especially with informal, mutual support groups. 

When "new traditional parents" band to
gether, concludes Mrs. Westin, the result will be 
a "pc1tent political force." Only then will those 
who seek to undermine the traditional family 
finally Iiieet their match. 


